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Weight Functions for Chebyshev Quadrature

By Yuan Xu

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate if the weight function (1 - x2)~1/2R(x), where

R(x) is a rational function of order (1,1), admits Chebyshev quadratures. Many positive

examples are provided. In particular, we have proved that the answer is affirmative if

R(x) -1 + bx, \b\ < 0.27846....

1. Let w be an integrable nonnegative weight function on [—1,1]. A Chebyshev

quadrature formula is an equally weighted quadrature

(1) f   f(x)w(x)dx = AnYJf(xk) + Rn[f]
J~l fc=i

with real distinct nodes Xk G (—1,1) and algebraic degree of exactness n, i.e.,

Rn[f] = 0 for every / G nn, the class of polynomials of degree < n. If an n-point

Chebyshev quadrature formula exists for every positive integer n, we say that the

weight function w has property T.

It is well known that the classical weight function Wo(x) = (1/tt)(1 -x2)-1/2 has

property T and in fact produces an equally weighted Gaussian quadrature formula,

but weight functions with property T are rare. (For a recent survey of this topic,

see Gautschi [3].) The first example other than wo is due to Ullman [8]. He proved

that

gives an infinite one-parameter family of weight functions having property T. In a

more recent paper, Byrd and Stalla [1] provided another class of weight functions

with property T,

(3) w{x) = Wo{x)2p~+ï+lc,       P-L

Further examples and related results can be found in [2], [4], [5], and [7]. But the

problem of characterizing all weight functions with property T is still open, and

an attempt of finding the complete solution to this problem would seem to be too

ambitious. The most difficult part is investigating the zeros of the polynomials that

provide the nodes.

Now consider the weight function

<a\ i \ i A_l±ab) + (a + b)x

W_   *(*) = "*(')     i + Q2 + 2ax     ■        -1-^1-
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Since the substitution o i-» a-1, b i—► b~l leaves this weight function invariant (up

to a constant factor), it is easily checked that (4) is a positive weight function not

equal to a constant multiple of wo if and only if

(5) |o| < 1     and     |ft| < 1.

We may thus assume (5).

For weight functions (4), Geronimus and Medvedeva [5] showed that there exists

an infinite sequence of Chebyshev quadrature formulas for each fixed rational b/a,

if 0 < b/a < 1. From a general result of Peherstorfer [7, Theorem 2(b)] ($ :=

(a — b)/(l + bz)), it also follows that for all a, b satisfying

|a-6|<(l/8)-|6|,        |6|<l/8,

the respective weight functions w have property T.

The main results of this paper are the following.

THEOREM l. The weight function (4) has property T if one of the following

conditions is satisfied:

(i) 6 = 0, |a| < 1/2,

(ii) 1 > b/a > 0, 0 < \a\ < 1/3,
(in) b/a < 0, [(1 - \a\)/2]1-b/a > \a\, 0 < |a| < 1/3,

(iv) [(1 - laD/2]1-"/0 > |a|{(l/2)(l + |a|)/(l - \a\)y'2, 1/3 < \a\ < 1, b/a < 1.

THEOREM 2. The weight function w(x) = wo(x)(l + bx), i.e., (4) in the case of

a = 0, has property T if\b\< q, where q = 0.2784645... is the root ofexp(-x) = ex.

Remark 1. When a = b, then w(x) = wq(x). When b = 0, Theorem 1 (i) gives

Ullman's result (2). When b = —a, Theorem 1 (iii) gives Byrd and Stalla's result

(3) with condition |a| < 3 — 2%/2, which is exactly p > 1 in (3).

Remark 2. We list a separate theorem for the case a = 0, because it is interesting

to note that even the product of wo(x) with a linear function can give an infinite

family of weight functions with property T.

Remark 3. Kahaner [6] has shown that for w(x) = wo(x)v(x), v continuous in

(—1,1), to admit Chebyshev quadrature, a necessary condition on v is

v(x) > - /    w(x)dx I /    wo(x)dx     for all *e (-1,1).

Therefore, the weight function w(x) = wo(x)(l + bx) does not have property T if

\b\ > 1/2.

2. Let pn(w, x) = n(x — xk), where the xk are the nodes in quadrature formula

(1). By a formula due to Chebyshev, pn(w,x) can be represented explicitly in the

form

pn(w, x) = E < exp I n /    w(t) ln(x - t) dt j >,

where E{} denotes the polynomial part of {•}. Based on this formula, Geronimus

[4] gave the following result.

If we consider the weight function in trigonometric form,

1       °°
(6) w(x) = w(cosqb) = —;—- >   a*cosk<f>,        0 < 4> < it, ao = 1,

TTsmó ¿—'
^ fc=0
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and denote

(7)

then

(8)

exp Ea** V*
k=i

= E A^z~m,        4n) = 1, \z\ > 1,
m=0

n-l

2n~1pn(w, x) = E 4n)Tn-k(x) + A^/2,

k=0

where Tm(x) is the mth-degree Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.

We now use this method to form pn(w,x) in our case.   Expanding (4) into a

Chebyshev-Fourier series, it follows from [4, p. 1118] that

(9) if=(»y.
where a = 1 - (b/a). Therefore we get from (8) and (9)

(10) 2n-1pn(w,x) = E ^akTn-k(x) + (ann)fln/2,        a * 0.

If a = 0, we have by (6),

exp —nYJdfcZ k/k
k=l

= exp(-nb/z) = J2(-bn/z)k/kl.
k=0

From (7) and (8), we obtain for a = 0

n-l

(H) 2n~1pn(w,x) = J2(-bn)kTn-k(x)/k\ + (l/2)(-bn)n/n\.

k=0

If all the zeros of pn(w, x) are distinct and in (—1,1), for all n > 1, then w has

property T (see, e.g., [3]). So we only need to investigate the zeros of (10) and (11).

3. In this section we assume a/0 and prove Theorem 1.   First we rewrite

pn(w,x). By

(12) (a + exp(#))an = E ( T ) "fc exp[#(an - *)],
*=o ̂  fc '

we get from (10) that

2np„(«;,x) = 2Re[exp(-m0)[l + aexp(#)]Qn]

(13)

Let

2   E   (™)akcoS(n-k)4>+(any

k=n+l ^      ' \ n /

exp(-i(j>)[l + a exp(i'(/>)]Q = fiexp(i'V');

we then have

(14) 2"pn(u;,x) = 2Rncosntp - J,

where J = J(qb) is the second term in the right-hand side of (13),

(15) R = |1 + aexp(i<l>)\a = (1 + a2 + 2acosd>)a/2,
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and

(16)

cos^> = Re[exp(-¿</>)[! -I- aexp(i<j>)]a]/R

=    x + EQafcTfc_1(x)j/(l + a2 + 2axr/2, X = COS (

It is easy to check that if 0 < <j> < it, then 0 < ip < tt, and ip = 0 for <f> = 0,

V> = 7T for qb = it. Since ip is a continuous function of <f>, there exists a sequence d)k,

0 < k < n, 4>o < <Pi < ■ • ■ < <\>n, with

(17) ip(cosd>k) =ipk= kir/n.

(It can be proved that rp is a monotone function of <p; therefore {(¡>k} is uniquely

defined by (17).) Since cosnipk = (-l)fci we get fr°m (14) that pn(w, x) will change

sign exactly n times in (-1,1) if

(18) 2Än = 2(H-o2 + 2acos<^)an/2>|J|

for 0 < (t> < tt.

If b = 0, i.e., a = 1, (18) is just 2Rn > \a\n. It is easy to check that this is true

for any n and qb if |a| < 1/2. Actually, this is Ullman's case (2). If a ^ 1, we first

estimate J. By the Residue Theorem,

(T>'=¿il=1<1+«>°"/^

where |a| < e < 1, so that for a > 0,

¿rr  e\   JM=1
£z 2¿2(\a\/e)k+1 + l

k=0

\dz\

<(l + ern\a/e\n(e + \a\)/(e-\a\),

where the legitimacy of interchanging sum and integral can be easily checked. Let-

ting e —► 1, we get

|J|<2QnHn(l + |a|)/(l-|o|).

Therefore (18) holds if

2Rn = 2(1 +a2 + 2ax)an/2 > 2Qn|a|n(l + |a|)/(l - |a|)

for any — 1 < x < 1. Hence, the existence of an n-point Chebyshev formula follows

if

(19) [(l-|a|)/2]*>|a|[(l + |a|)/2(l-H)]1/».

If |a| < 1/3, we have that (19) holds if

(20) [(1 - |a|)/2p > \a\.

Notice that [(1 — |a|)/2]Q is a decreasing function of cv, and for a < 1, (20) gives

|a| < 1/3. We therefore have proven (ii) and (iii). If |a| > 1/3, inequality (19) is

satisfied for n > 2 if

[(l-H)/2r>|a|[(l + H)/(2-2|a|)]1/2.

Note that for n = 1 the Chebyshev formula always exists, since this is the 1-point

Gauss formula. Therefore, the proof is completed.
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4. Now we assume a = 0 and prove Theorem 2. First rewrite pn(w, x) as in the

last section. Let x = cos <t>; then by
oo

E(-&nexP(-î0))*7fc! = exp[-6nexp(—¿0)],
fc=0

from (11) we have

2npn(w,x) = 2Re{exp[i(4> + bsintf>)n]exp(—bncos4>)}

^ 2   E  (-bn)kcos(n-k)4>/k\ + (-bn)n/n\
.   fc=n+l

Letting

(22)

we get

(23) 2npn(w,x) = 2Rn cos nip - J,

where J = J(d>) is the second term in the right-hand side of (21).

Since |6| < 1, and ip(0) = 0, ip(ir) = tt, we know that xp((j>) is a continuous

function from [0,tt] to [0, tt]. Therefore by (23), according to the argument in the

proof of Theorem 1, pn(w, x) will have exactly n distinct zeros in (—1,1) if

(24) 2Än = 2exp(-6ncosr»> |J|

for any 0 < 0 < ir.

We now estimate J. Since nkn\/(k + n)\ < 1, we get

R = exp(-6cos0),        ip = ijj(d>) = <j> + b sin <j>,

\J\< 2j2(\b\n)kn\/(k + n)l + l
k=l

oo

2El*|fc + l

(\b\n)n/n\

L   k=l

(\b\n)n/nl = i±J|(|6|„)«/„!

So we have

(25) \J\ < 2(\b\n)n/n\     when |6| < 1/3.

Furthermore, Stirling's formula gives

1/n! < en/nn(27rn)1/2.

It then follows from (25) that

(26) \J\ < 2(|6|e)n/(27rn)1/2 < 2(|6|e)n.

By (24) and (26), we need to consider

exp(—bncosqb) > (|6|e)",

for any 0 < 4> < tt. Therefore (24) holds if

(27) exp(-|6|) > |6|e.

It is easy to see that f(x) = exp(-x) - ex is a decreasing function, and the unique

solution of f(x) = 0 is in (0,1). So (27) holds for

|6| < q = 0.2784645...,

where q is the unique solution of exp(-x) = ex.   This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.
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